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Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies can provide useful
real-world solutions on the structural health monitoring (SHM) sector giving actionable insights
towards maintenance. From general health to specific damage diagnosis, IIoT is enabling
AI-based new solutions to evolve from applied research ideas to marketable products and
solutions. Specifically for bridges, health monitoring solutions are relatively well deployed into
singular bridgeworks, where instrumentation, monitoring systems and modeling is done during
the design phase without too many limitations of budget. On the other hand, data related to
standard or conventional road bridges are limited to basic construction drawings, sometimes
paper-based due to the bridge age. Therefore, conventional bridges represent a real challenge
as bridge owners and maintainers need to inspect literally thousands of structures of this type to
prioritize their maintenance and repair budget. Additionally, these inspections depend on the
available inspectors, and the results are basically subjective with strong relation to the inspector
experience. This situation becomes critical when we talk about the number of conventional
bridges that may need maintenance, for example, only in the United States of America (US),
this figure reaches 231,000 (37% of total US bridges), according to 2019 figures from the
American Road and Transportation Builders Association (ARTBA). In order to manage these
figures from the bridge maintenance application field, such as inspection and engineering
companies, bridge owners and regulation entities, interests concerning monitoring devices are
becoming a real need. As a result, some interested parties are trying to start from general
approaches based on monitoring capabilities able to detect anomalous structure behavior that
helps to take a decision on deeper inspection and damage diagnosis. In these particular
scenarios, the joint forces between IIoT technologies such as data acquisition, pre-processing,
processing and communications working within embedded electronics located at bridges, called
Edge computing nodes and, AI technologies such as Machine Learning, can provide valuable
and objective indicators as a decision support system. Therefore, this keynote describes
state-of-the-art advances from the IIoT and AI point of view towards SHM, in terms of bridge
instrumentation, new feature generation, machine learning approaches and edge computing.
Additionally, the keynote will showcase a practical example, using data coming from real
bridges, such as four deployments in Massachusetts area. In this example, a bridge behavior
AI-based signature is developed and then, monitored using normal traffic without the need
complex approaches related to finite elements models or expensive instrumentation, normally
unavailable for conventional bridges. This use case will demonstrate the effectiveness of IIoT
and IA technologies in terms of estimating the modal parameters of the bridge and monitoring
their trend as an indicator of bridge health.


